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Chapter 1 : communication and colonialism in eastern india ebooks preview
This is a study of the social, political, economic and public health aspects of the Second World War in South Asia, with
particular attention being accorded to colonial Eastern India, which was treated as a single administrative unit during the
course of the conflict for strategic purposes. The.

The work of a district officer or magistrate in the province of Bengal. Map of India showing the province of
Bengal 33 , rivers in the province 55 , fertile plain, crops growing 70 , modern communications - telegraph
and tele- phone wires, roads, ships going down rivers, railways 96 , typical town - the main street crowds,
carts, bazaars, vendor making sweetmeats, ancient houses, the civic centre , the district officer settling matters
brought to his court sessions. He eventually becomes an additional district magistrate, then district officer The
district officer attends to problems brought to him. To help him, he has a body of administrative men who hold
meetings at the village to settle local disputes. Officers responsible to the district officer, including the
irrigation officer, the civil surgeon, and the police superintendent, make their reports to him The district
officer then has to make his report to the Chief Secretary at Calcutta Back home, he entertains his friends,
then retires to bed to study more reports until he is interrupted by an emergency call that a river has burst its
banks. The district officer immediately sets out to supervise the relief measures ft. Mir left the IFI in and went
on to become a crucial figure in the post-independence film industry. District Officers were a crucial element
of the British administration in India. By there were Indian Civil Servants to Europeans and by the end of the
war the time of this film there were Indians to Europeans. In part this was due to an ever increasing difficulty
in recruiting Europeans. By the end of the war and with the independence which had been promised in
response to the Quit India campaign at hand, these Indian district officers began to make political alliances to
carry them into the future. Analysis District Officer shows the work of an Indian District Officer, who is part
of the Indian Civil Service, as he mediates local disputes and manages local affairs in the district of Bengal.
The film has a conventional two part form, the first section which lasts nearly 3 minutes, portraying the
regional setting and moving from a map and statistics to generalised shots of the region. The second longer
section of 9 minutes focussing on the individual who lives within this setting. The ideology of the film is best
described as liberal imperialism at the end of Empire. Thus the historical facts of British conquest and
domination are transformed into natural progress. The film was made two years after the disastrous Bengal
Famine, caused not by shortage of food but by maladministration Sen The film never mentions the famine but
it portrays a picture of an efficient and humane administration that would never let another such disaster
happen. Within this general narrative of progress we are introduced to the District Officer administering the
affairs of 3 million people and then in a flashback we look at him arriving for his first job. Both the initial shot
of the District Officer appearing in a court and the flashback which has him dismounting from a train, has him
emerging from an unknown and solitary space into a crowded social one. The emphasis from the beginning is
that the District Officer is a man apart â€” one who through hard work and study is able to exercise judgment.
He is a man without family or background â€” that is to say he is a man outside any history except that of
progress. The progress is signified by the usual tropes of medicine and clean water bringing the natives out of
a dangerous primitivism. What is interesting about this particular film is how it portrays the liberal imperialist
dream of India ruling itself without any British direction but in a completely British manner. There are only
two Europeans portrayed in the film: Perhaps the most evident marker of this absence comes when the District
Officer goes to Calcutta to report to his superior. We do not, however, see this superior- at this moment the
film anticipates an independence still more than 2 years away. However, perhaps the most striking feature of
this film is what it does not contain â€” any explicit discussion of Independence. We know that it is exactly in
this period that the District Officers began to prepare for Independence by establishing political alliances with
both the Congress Party and other local centres of power. Not, however in this film which represents an
imaginary self government completely dominated by British norms and independent of any local context or
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contacts. Perhaps the most enigmatic sequence of all comes at the end when for the first time we see the
District Officer in an unofficial setting with his friends, a group judiciously made up of a Hindu, a Muslim and
a fellow Westernised Indian. The film has high production values and many of the semi-staged scenes contain
a great deal of period detail. There is a complex musical track using both Indian and European music. A
Necessary Weapon of War London: Oxford University Press, , I, Inaugural Issue, January , Hunt, R,
Harrison, J. The District Officer in India, London: Monthly Film Bulletin, 30 September , No. Sen, Amartya,
Poverty and Famines:
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Chapter 2 : Indian News Parade - Wikipedia
Propaganda and information in Eastern India, a necessary weapon of war. [Sanjoy Bhattacharya] -- This is a study of
the social, political, economic and public health aspects of the Second World War in South Asia, with particular attention
being accorded to colonial Eastern India, which was.

Its close ties with the British government made it the subject of criticism from both the nationalist Indian press
and much of the cinema-going public. The speedy arrival of the American newsreel, United News, in , which
was soon produced in a vernacular version for Indian cinemas, further highlighted these failings. Newbery, the
Managing Director of Twentieth Century Fox India, would be completely responsible for its production and
distribution. These early newsreels sought to promote all aspects of the Indian war effort although, in the
absence of official war film from the massively under-staffed Indian Army Public Relations Unit, items were
often rather tenuously linked to the war see entry for Indian Movietone News On 15 May , the government
issued a directive under Rule A of the Defence of India Act, which made it mandatory for each cinema in
British India to exhibit at each performance a minimum of 2, feet of film approved by the government see
Indian News Parade Exhibitors, unhappy at having to show the films, were even more distressed at having to
pay a rental for them. To fulfil the requirements of this new directive, Sir Sultan Ahmed, the Government of
India Member for Publicity and Information, announced on 8 August that the government would assume full
control of the production and distribution of the newsreel, and that this would now be renamed Indian News
Parade. Moylan, an Irishman working in India since , serving as Director of Production. The Bengal famine is
an excellent example of this, with its initial avoidance profoundly political. Aside from the Bengal famine, the
newsreel showed other major events and incidents in Indian history, including the release of Gandhi from Aga
Palace INP 62 , an item that the home department strongly objected to. They frequently use sporting events to
represent imperial or religious camaraderie INP 91, 39, and promote often changing international relations, for
example with China INP 39, The items within the earlier issues of Indian News Paradeare largely united by
their support of the war effort. They depict the work and, in particular, the welfare of Indian troops overseas
for example INP 62, 67 , and show Indian troops receiving training INP 74 , as well as gaining recognition,
usually within official formal ceremonies INP The newsreels advocate imperial cooperation and a colonial
hierarchy in showing West African troops in Burma for example INP 67, 70, 88, and , show Indian civilians
supporting the war effort INP 91 and also illustrate, as Jude Cowan demonstrated, the active role of
predominantly European women within the war effort INP 71, 84, A number of issues also begin to consider
the plans for post-war India INP 70, 71, 88 , while later issues more explicitly address impending political
changes, highlighting the ongoing, and rapidly changing, proposals for the transfer of power. Viewers also
resented its constant presence on cinema screens, which ensured that those regularly attending the cinema
would often endure repeated viewings of each issue. The pressures on Indian News Parade, as a
government-sponsored newsreel, intensified after the War and in later issues the newsreel sought to justify its
continued existence by frequently promoting its potential role as a modern news service within post-war India
INP , , Patel, the owner of Central Cine Corporation. However the newsreel suffered from its association with
its government-sponsored predecessor. It would shut down entirely shortly after the Defence of India Rule was
rescinded in September Certainly for film historians, the legacy of Indian News Parade, in its training and
deployment of Indian cameramen and technicians, its widespread non-theatrical distribution of film, and in its
weekly presentation of an Indian newsreel in five languages to the Indian public, is evident within Independent
India. For colonial historians, attention is drawn to the film texts themselves, which collectively provide a rare
and fascinating record of British administration in what would prove to be the final few years of its Indian
Empire. Indian Information, 15 March , ,
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Lees â€žPropaganda and Information in Eastern India A Necessary Weapon of War" door Sanjoy Bhattacharya met
Rakuten Kobo. This is a study of the social, political, economic and public health aspects of the Second World War in
South Asia, with.
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Download Citation on ResearchGate | Propaganda and information in eastern India a necessary weapon of war | Book
description: This is a study of the social, political, economic and public.

Chapter 5 : Assam in the freedom movement - Anuradha Dutta - Google Books
Propaganda and Information in Eastern India A Necessary Weapon of War (Centre of South Asian Studies, School of
Oriental and Africa) [Sanjoy Bhattacharya] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a study
of the social, political, economic and public health aspects of the Second World War in South Asia.
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, Propaganda and information in Eastern India, a necessary weapon of war / Sanjoy Bhattacharya Curzon Richmond,
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Propaganda And Information In Eastern India 45 A Necessary Weapon Of War Centre Of South Asian Studies School
Of Oriental And Africa Document for Propaganda And.
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